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Editor-in- Chief, Ho Nam Chang, PhD (Stanford, 1975)

 AFOB needs more innovations for the future 
As the second president of AFOB I fill very shameful of asking this stupid question. As far as I know, there are no 
written visions or missions of AFOB. Fortunately AFOB survived well up to this point and did not waste any time in 
carrying out the main activities of such as YABEC, ACB, ARS, even AFOB summer forum (hopefully), division 
activities and so on.
As I prepare AFOB newsletter, I thought that AFOB as is no planned future except continuing the current activities. 
There is no question about that the founders of AFOB did a good job of establishing AFOB up to this point for the past 
10~30 years. 
When I decided to start AFOB Newsletter as Editor-in-Chief in 2017 (with one year service), I expected that many 
AFOB member countries would help promote the newsletter with advertisements and news, but none of member 
countries and even from Korean AFOB communities little helped me in this matter. Several people wrote me that I am 
doing a good job. Obtaining ads from industries were always difficult. When I served as 2nd President (2012~2016), I 
asked several vice presidents of member countries to support this matter, but nobody did help me and all I had to do it 
myself. 
First, finding a new meeting place of interest (sightseeing) would help a successful running of AFOB meetings in terms 
of participants. Secondly, successful meeting of YABEC meeting every time tells us that AFOB should be much 
younger than now. Thirdly connection with industries should be initiated and strengthened. 
A world renowned academic society or organization has members of high academic reputations, respected by internal 
and external academic, as well as industry circles and has an influential journals such as Journal of American Societies 
(JACS). 

In order to achieve the above missions I suggest the following: (1) upgrading of Vice Presidents of RBO or chapter to 
Presidents (example: Malay AFOB President) (2) terms 2 year= 1 year executive VP (president elect) followed by 1 
year president (3) AFOB VP should be also elected for longer term such as 2 years by members’ vote) (4) the 
Presidents should come one-term from Academia and the other term from industries or research institutes. I hear from 
young biotech people that starting members to stay too long for many years at the same position. I hope that this change 
will accelerate to make older AFOB to a younger one and draw younger members. In older days Korean societies were 
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operated by a few older people like current AFOB way, now this new system is working effectively. 
Ex-presidents form a very strong supporter group of AFOB and Ex-industry presidents group (many ex-CEO of big 
companies) helps the academic societies to grow in many ways. The best successful operation can be seen currently in 
Korea Institute of Chemical Engineers and to some extent successfully in Korean Society for Biotechnology and 
Bioengineering (KSBB).

<CTO of Lab-To-Market/KAIST Emeritus ProfessorStanford (PhD. 1975)>

 Messages from the Editor-in-Chief to AFOB members, 
AFOB Newsletter No.3 Spring-Summer Issue of 2018 (delayed 4 months because of introduction of linking PDF 
system (like Wikipedia) hat may accommodate many more PDF or pptx –based contribution to Emerging Areas.
1) AFOB Newsletter consists of two parts: Newsletter part; Emerging Areas of pptx and PDF
2) The second part may develop into a regular journal such as “AFOB Letters” or “AFOB Review Letters” in a few years
3) Provide editorial board members of each country : so far only Korean RBO has 13 board members.
4) If necessary, AFOB News may lend a couple of pages of the current Newsletter to local chapters (Taiwan or 

Malaysian Chapters) where you may start your own RBO-Newsletter for News of its own, and ads (profit sharing 
with AFOB secretariat using Wiley-rule). If you are ready, this may develop into its own countries’ newsletter that 
links industry and academia in your own language and some English for other people. Eventually activation of 
member countries’ newsletter will help not only AFOB and Biotechnology in Asia regions.

5) Submit PDF poster files (presented somewhere at some other societies or AFOB meetings) and PPTX (two 
examples shown in No.3)

Those who submitted PDF or PPTX will be introduced in terms of resume display (first time)
Second time will be introduced with photo, current position and degree or other matter (3 line system).
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 Professor Wen-Chien Lee of Taiwan elected as the 4th President of AFOB
AFOB Secretariat announced July 3, 2018 that Professor Wen-Chien Lee of Taiwan Chengkung University was 
elected as the 4th President of AFOB.
(a) Total number of registered voters: 42 
(b) Total number of received votes: 39 
(c) Majority of received votes: 31 
(d) Counted votes were received from 18th June, 2018 to 29th June, 2018 (+09 UTC). Votes received after the 

announced deadline were regarded invalid. 
(e) Ballots were counted on 2nd July, 2018 (09:00 A.M. - 09:30 A.M. +09 UTC) by 1 counter with 2 witnesses in 

presence.

 News (further stories in the main section)
1. 10th ARS (AFOB Regional Symposium) was held at Dhaka city of Bangladesh (January 26th~January 30th,2018). 

See the detail in the main section.
2. Wiley-VCH publishes “Advanced Biotechnology” Series (1st edition): Series editors are Sang Yup Lee (KAIST, 

Korea), Jens Nielsen (Chalmers university, Sweden), and Gregory Stephanopoulos (MIT). The published books are: 
in 2018. Professor Ho Nam Chang edited “Emerging Areas in Bioengineering in two volumes(7a, 7b) where many 
AFOB members contributed their articles and I would like to thank for their efforts of making this two-volume book 
published finally.

3. AFOB Newsletter lists 10 posters of award winners of 10th ARS, 2018 in PDF format and 2 reviews in pptx format: 
Review on Double-Stranded RNAs by Professor YS Kim and Next Generation Membrane Separations to Organics 
and Beyond by Professor DY Koh (published in science ). PDF and PPTX formats of academic conferences are 
easily prepared and easy to read rather than journal articles.

4. Korea RBO annual meeting was held in Songdo, Incheon in December, 2017 in which Professors WC Lee of Taiwan 
and Penjit Srinophakun of Thailand gave presentations on AFOB division activities and Thailand RBO(regional 
biotechnology office).

5. ECB 2018-Geneva and AFOB Summer-Incheon forum will be held in June and August, 2018.

 Advanced Biotechnology Series published by Wiley-VCH
#1: Fundamentals in Bioengineering (John Villadsen), #6: Systems Bioengineering (Jens Nielsen, Stefan Hofmann), 
#4 Industrial Biotechnology (Christoph Wittmann, James Liao), #5 Applied Bioengineering (Toshiyomi Yoshida), 
#7a,7b: Emerging Areas in Bioengineering (Ho Nam Chang)

https://www.amazon.com/1-Fundamental-Bioengineering-Advanced-Biotechnology/dp/3527336745

NEWS
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 From the Back Cover of Advanced Biotechnology Series
A thorough introduction to the basics of bioengineering, with a focus on applications in the emerging "white" 
biotechnology industry. 
As such, this latest volume in the "Advanced Biotechnology" series covers the principles for the design and analysis of 
industrial bioprocesses as well as the design of bioremediation systems, and several biomedical applications. No fewer 
than seven chapters introduce stoichiometry, kinetics, thermodynamics and the design of ideal and real bioreactors, 
illustrated by more than 50 practical examples. Further chapters deal with the tools that enable an understanding of the 
behavior of cell cultures and enzymatically catalyzed reactions, while others discuss the analysis of cultures at the level 
of the cell, as well as structural frameworks for the successful scale-up of bioreactions. In addition, a short survey of 
downstream processing options and the control of bioreactions is given.Advanced BiotechnologyBiotechnology is a 
broad, interdisciplinary field of science, combining biological sciences and relevant engineering disciplines, that is 
becoming increasingly important as it benefits the environment and society as a whole. Recent years have seen 
substantial advances in all areas of biotechnology, resulting in the emergence of brand new fields. To reflect this 
progress, Sang-Yup Lee (KAIST, South Korea), Jens Nielsen (Chalmers University, Sweden), and Gregory 
Stephanopoulos (MIT, USA) have joined forces as the editors of a new Wiley-VCH book series. Advanced 
Biotechnology will cover all pertinent aspects of the field and each volume will be prepared by eminent scientists who 
are experts on the topic in question.

 Advanced Biotechnology Series Editors

Sang Yup Lee is Distinguished Professor at the Department of Chemical and Biomolecular 
Engineering at the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST). He is 
currently the Dean of the College of Life Science and Bioengineering, Director of the Center for 
Systems and Synthetic Biotechnology, Director of the BioProcess Engineering Research Center, 
and Director of the Bioinformatics Research Center. He has published more than 320 journal 
papers, 50 books and book chapters, and more than 440 patents (either registered or applied). He 
received numerous awards, including the National Order of Merit, the Merck Metabolic 
Engineering Award and the Elmer Gaden Award. He currently is Fellow of AAAS, the 
American Academy of Microbiology, the Korean Academy of Science and Technology. Lee is 
the Editor-in-Chief of the Biotechnology Journal and Associate Editor and board member of 
numerous other journals.

News
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Jens Nielsen is Professor and Director to Chalmers University of Technology (Sweden) since 
2008. He obtained an MSc degree in Chemical Engineering and a PhD degree (1989) in 
Biochemical Engineering from the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), and after that 
established his independent research group and was appointed full Professor there in 1998. He 
was Fulbright visiting professor at MIT in 1995-1996. At DTU, he founded and directed the 
Center for Microbial Biotechnology. Jens Nielsen has published more than 300 research papers, 
co-authored more than 40 books and he is inventor of more than 50 patents. He has founded 
several companies that have raised more than 20 million ? in venture capital. He has received 
numerous Danish and international awards and is member of the Academy of Technical 
Sciences in Denmark, National Academy of Engineering in USA, the Royal Danish Academy of 
Science and Letters, the American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering, and the 
Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences.

Gregory Stephanopoulos is the W. H. Dow Professor of Chemical Engineering at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT, USA). He is also the Taplin Professor of Health 
Sciences and Technology (since 2011), Instructor of Bioengineering at Harvard Medical School 
(since 1997), Member of the International Faculty of the Technical University of Denmark 
(since 2001), and Director of the MEBCS program of the Singapore-MIT Alliance (since 2000). 
In 2014, he was nominated for the election of the 2015 President of AIChE and recently was 
awarded the Walker Award for Excellence in Contributions to Chemical Engineering Literature 
(2014) and the John Fritz Medal of the AAES (2013).

 Authors: John Villadsen, Sang Yup Lee, Jens Nielsen, Gregory Stephanopolous
John Villadsen is Professor in the Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering at the Technical University 
of Denmark (DTU) in Lyngby. He was an employee of the Danish spray drier company NIRO Atomizer in Sao Paulo 
(Brasil) in the late 1960's. Furthermore, John Villadsen was Professor of Chemical Engineering at the University of 
Houston, Texas (USA), from 1976 to 1983. In 1984 John Villadsen became head of the Department of Biotechnology 
at DTU, a position he occupied until 2004. In this position he focused research activities on the study and commercial 
use of industrially relevant microorganisms and pursued his scientific interests in the field of microbial physiology 
applied to lactic bacteria, yeast and filamentous fungi and the development of novel process routes for the production 
of bulk chemicals by fermentation. Since 2004, John Villadsen is directing a new effort at DTU to establish a working 
collaboration between the Department of Chemical Engineering and the BioCentrum-DTU, with the aim to develop 
and implement bioprocesses with industrial relevance. 
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 TOEFL Scores of Asian Countries (2016)
“TOEFL score” consists 4 areas of Listening, Speaking and Writing. each 30x 4 =120 points
Group A (90+): Singapore 96, India 93, Pakistan 92, Malaysia 90 
Group B (85+): Philippines 89, Bangladesh 87, Hong Kong 87
Group C (80+): Korea (S) 84, Indonesia 84, Korea (N) 82, Vietnam 82, Kazakhstan 82, Myanmar 81, 
Group D (80-): China 79, Macao 79, Uzbekistan 77, Thailand 78, Mongolia 75, Nepal 74, Japan 71, Cambodia 71, 
Laos 63.

Comments: at KAIST campus I have seen a number of Pakistan students. My colleague Professor Ihm told me that one 
Pakistani student was accepted as graduate student. That student was not from well-known universities such as 
University of Pakistan in capital city. What happened was that this one student informed other students of KAIST, and 
after that the number of Pakistan students at KAIST increased substantially. Before I visited Bangladesh, I did not 
know what were populations of Pakistan and Bangladesh. Now Korea has been suffering from extremely low birth rate 
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(less than 1.0%) and many people say that South Korea may disappear in one hundred years. Korean government has 
been putting hundred millions dollars to increase this low birth rate, the result is not good at all. I say that immigration 
of young foreign countries is needed rather than birth rate promotion of no efficacy.
Another point is “TOEFL” Scores of Asian countries. “TOEFL” scores of Pakistan (92) and Bangladesh (87) are 
higher than Korea (84). Many Vietnamese and south-eastern students come to Korea for graduate studies. During this 
visit to Dhaka I had a chance of talking to several graduate students there and I was impressed with their fluent English 
and contents, diversities of Posters. I hope that AFOB, AFOB Newsletter do some role of helping students who are 
seeking their graduate studies in other AFOB countries.

 Poster Awardee Details (AFOB ARS-Dhaka, Bangladesh, 2018)
Focusing 

Area No. Name Institution Abstract 
No. Title Email

Agriculture & 
Food 

Biotechnology
1 Akhinur 

Rahman

Department of 
Microbiology, University 

of Dhaka
211

Characterization of Co-culture 
Inducible Probiotic Activity of 

Lactic acid Bacteria against 
Shrimp Pathogen

akhinurr@gmail.com

　 2 Shamsun 
Nahar

Advanced Food Safety 
Research group, 

Chung-Ang University, 
Republic Korea

93

Effects of NaCl, Glucose, and 
Their Combinations on Biofilm 

Formation on Black Tiger Shrimp 
(Penaeus Monodon) Surfaces by 

Vibrio parahaemolyticus

shamsunnahar.bau.bd
@gmail.com

Applied 
Microbiology 

& 
Biotechnology

1 Nourin 
Tarannum

Department of 
Microbiology, University 

of Dhaka
123

Optimization of Phytase 
Production by a Newly Isolated 
Bacillus subtilis nsm12 and Its 

Efficacy on Broiler Growth

tarannumpritha@gmail.com

　 2 Nahidul Islam

Department of Genetic 
Engineering and 

Biotechnology, University 
of Dhaka

122

Purification and Characterization 
of Thuricin J1, a New Bacteriocin 
Produced by Bangladeshi Strain of 

Bacillus thuringiensis

mshahnoor@du.ac.bd

Biofuel & 
Bioenergy 1 Md. Ikramul 

Hasan

Department of Applied 
Chemistry and Chemical 

Engineering, University of 
Dhaka

181
Bio-diesel and Bio-oil Production 
from Inedible Sal (Shorearobusta) 

Seed
m.ismail@du.ac.bd

Environmental 
Biotechnology 1 Tanzina Akter

Environmental 
Biotechnology Division, 

National Institute of 
Biotechnology, Dhaka, 

Bangladesh

200

Morphological and Molecular 
Identification of 

Biosurfactant-Producing 
Brevibacillus Gelatini from 

Hydrocarbon Contaminated Soil

tanzinaakterju@gmail.com

Biopharmaceut
ical & Medical 
Biotechnology

1 Tasmia 
Ahmed

Department of Clinical 
Pharmacy and 

Pharmacology, Faculty of 
Pharmacy, University of 

Dhaka, Bangladesh

169

Hetero Aryl Amide Nitazoxanide 
Analogues: Synthesis and In Vitro 

Bioassays Combined with 
Molecular Docking Study

aurin.tasmia@gmail.com

　 2  Mi-Kyeong 
Jang

Department of Polymer 
Science and Engineering, 

Sunchon National 
University, Reublic Korea

163
A Novel Action of Histatin 5, 

Antifungal Peptide, in Targeted 
Drug Delivery System

jmk8856@sunchon.ac.kr

　 3 Nadira 
Naznin Rakhi

Department of 
Microbiology, University 

of Dhaka, Bangladseh
126

Molecular Characterization of 
Integron Class I in Carbapenem 

Resistant Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa Clinical Isolates

nadiranrakhi@gmail.com

Read more

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180710/16.pdf
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 BA Tour and welcome reception

January 26, 2018 (5:00am ~ 9:00 pm: 19 hour-trip 
`Seoul (+GMT 9:00,), Bang Kog (+GMT+7:00), Dhaka (+GMT 6:00)
Many participants arrived at Dhaka, Bangladesh on January 26. Korean participants had to get up 5.00 am in the 
morning.
By airport bus of 6006 at 5:30am, stopped at Old terminal No.1 and arrived New Incheon airport Terminal No.2 at 
7:00am
Left Incheon by Korea Air 657 at 9:45 am arrived at BangKok Airport at 1: 00 pm (- 2 hour)
Left BangKok by Biman Airlines at 15:40 pm and arrived at Dhaka at 5:40 pm (-1 hour)
Arrived at Sky City Hotel around 830 pm. Traffic was so heavy but the driver managed driving very well.
Biman Airlines (Bangladesh) service is available between Dhaka and Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, Kunming, Doha. 
Thai Airlines, Qatar Airlines German Lufthansa (to be in service in near future).
One day trip to Dhaka is possible, but return trip could be 2 days (because of no direct service between major airlines).

 January 27, 2018 (10:00am ~ 9:00 pm) Registration and Welcome Reception
Dhaka City tour was designed as 40 USD tour, but it was served as free. Perhaps nobody or a few people signed the 
trip.
Rickshaw-puller, cycle rickshaw (type B), auto-rickshaw (type C), electric rickshaw. Taxi, vans, buses, truck, no 
subway (yet) 
Cycle rickshaw is man-powered and for distance, and auto-rickshaw may go to airport, but buses (type D; hammered 
iron-plate) are common.
City tour (called as Excursion) are given by all university students and professors. Bangladesh National Museum 
(1913) preserves the glimpses of Bengal Culture and history. The picture of sculpture (second left) is devoted to the 
liberation war against Pakistan military rule (1971). Bangladesh gained independence from Pakistan in 1971. Both 
Pakistan and Bangladesh gained Independence from Britain in 1947. Pakistan has a population of 209,970 million, 
territory area is 881,912km2, GDP(nominal, 1,629 USD; ppp 5,374 USD slightly higher than Bangladesh and GDP 
nominal is similar to Bangladesh)
Welcome Ceremony
 Performance show team all consisted of students and its contents were mostly about its independence from military 
Pakistan. Pakistan and Bangladesh shared Muslim religion but the difference was language: Pakistan use Arab 
language but Bangladesh use Bengali’s.

10th ARS Dhaka (January 26 - January 00, 2018)
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 Rickshaws (pulled, cycle, auto) have one front and two back wheels 

Type A (wiki) Type B (wiki) Type C (CHN) Type D (CHN)

Bengali, also known by its endonym Bangla, is an Indo-Aryan language spoken in the Indian Subcontinent. It is the 
official and most widely spoken language of Bangladesh, and second most widely spoken of the 22 scheduled 
languages of India, behind Hindi. Within India, Bengali is the official language of the states of West Bengal and 
Tripura, and in the districts of the Barak Valley in the state of Assam. It is also the most widely spoken language in the 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands and is spoken by significant minorities in other states including Jharkhand, Mizoram, 
and Meghalaya. With 205 million speakers, Bengali is the seventh most spoken native language in the world by 
population.
(Korean 장호남, Jang Ho Nam, চ ◌্য ◌া◌ং হ ◌া ন ◌াম )

The Language Movement (Bengali) was a political movement in former East Bengal (today Bangladesh) advocating 
the recognition of the Bengali language as an official language of the then-Dominion of Pakistan in order to allow its 
use in government affairs, the continuation of its use as a medium of education, its use in media, currency and stamps, 
and to maintain its writing in the Bengali script.
When the Dominion of Pakistan was formed by the partition of India in 1947, it was composed of various ethnic and 
linguistic groups, with the geographically non-contiguous East Bengal province (that was renamed in 1956 as East 
Pakistan) having a mainly Bengali population. In 1948, the Government of the Dominion of Pakistan ordained Urdu as 
the sole national language, sparking extensive protests among the Bengali-speaking majority of East Bengal. Facing 
rising sectarian tensions and mass discontent with the new law, the government outlawed public meetings and rallies. 
The students of the University of Dhaka and other political activists defied the law and organized a protest on 21 
February 1952.

- Scientific Day 1, 2 (January 28, 29, 2018)
• Opening ceremony (see attached for the detail)
• Plenary Lecture

- Departure at the Airport
• The airport looked very clean. At the departure day I have seen an enormous amount of air cargo (mostly clothes) 

on the airfield, Nearby construction of air cargo storage house was going on. Currently Bangladesh is enjoying a 
7% economic growth rate (annual). 
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The Rohingya people; historically also termed Arakanese Indians are a stateless Indo-Aryan-speaking people from 
Rakhine State, Myanmar. There were an estimated 1 million Rohingya living in Myanmar before the 2016–17 
crisis. On 22 Oct 2017, the UN reported that an estimated 603,000 refugees from Rakhine, Myanmar had crossed the 
border into Bangladesh since August 25, 2017. This number increased to 624,000 by November 2, 2017, and over 
625,000 by December 6, 2017. The majority are Muslim while a minority are Hindu. Described by the United 
Nations in 2013 as one of the most persecuted minorities in the world, the Rohingya population is denied citizenship 
under the 1982 Myanmar nationality law. According to Human Rights Watch, the 1982 laws "effectively deny to the 
Rohingya the possibility of acquiring a nationality. Despite being able to trace Rohingya history to the 8th century, 
Myanmar law does not recognize the ethnic minority as one of the eight "national indigenous races" They are also 
restricted from freedom of movement, state education and civil service jobs. The legal conditions faced by the 
Rohingya in Myanmar have been widely compared to apartheid by many international academics, analysts and 
political figures, including Desmond Tutu, a famous South African anti-apartheid activist.

The Rohingya people
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 Society of Biotechnology, Japan
https://www.sbj.or.jp/e/More information on SBJ will be obtained as “sbj brochure e.pdf (6-page)”.
https://www.sbj.or.jp/e/wp-content/uploads/file/about/sbj_brochure_e.pdf

Many familiar* names can be from the list of the past presidents 
of SBJ:

5. 照井 堯造 (1961~1976) served the president for 15 years: his 
vice presidents : 田 雅夫・喩葉修一（1963～）合葉 修一（1965～）
合葉 修一・芝崎 勲(1968～)
福井 三郎・仝葉雅弘 (1975～
6. 福井 三郎7. 田口 久治 9. 永井 史郎
1. 林　猛(1997~1999)12. 吉田 敏臣 (1999~2001); 14. 新名 
惇彦 (2003~2005)

During SBJ’s 95 year history had only 21 presidents that were 
quite unusual to many of us. 

SCBJ was established as the Osaka Brewing Society,日本釀造 
工学会 in 1923, 13 years earlier than SCEJ of 1936.

Since then SCBJ changed its name several times to the society 
of Fermentation Technology (日本醗酵工学会) in 1962, and 
Bioengineering,日本生物工学会 (1992), The journal name 
was changed to Society of Bioscience and Bioengineering 
(1999). 

In terms of Japanese, 
In 1923 大阪醸造学会を設立、 醸造学雑誌 を年12回刊
行; in 1944, 会誌名を 醗酵工学雑誌 と改称 (Vol.22); 
1962会誌名を 醗酵工学雑誌 と改称 (Vol.22); 
In 1973 醗酵工学雑誌（Journal of Fermentation Technolog
y） を年6回英文で発行 (Vol.51) 
In 1993 醗酵工学会誌 を 生物工学会誌 と改称 (Vol.71); 
In1999 英文誌名称を Journal of Bioscience and 
Bioengineering と改称 (Vol.87); 

In 1992 at the 70th year of its foundation, 
創立70周年記念 日本生物工学会と改称 (1992).

The 2018 annual meeting is held once a year at Kansai university, 
Osaka, Japan (September 5~7, 2018).

Institutes
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 Poland, Krakow, Gdansk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poland
Poland, officially the Republic of Poland, is a unitary sovereign state in Central Europe. It is divided into 16 
administrative subdivisions, covering an area of 312,679 square kilometres (120,726 sq mi) with a mostly temperate 
climate. With a population of over 38.5 million people, Poland is the sixth most populous member state of the 
European Union. Poland's capital and largest city is Warsaw. Other major cities include Kraków(Cracow), Łódź, 
Wrocław, Poznań, Gdańsk and Szczecin.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krakow
Krakow is the second largest and one of the oldest cities in Poland. Situated on the Vistula River (Polish: Wis

ła) in the 

Lesser Poland(Polish: Małopolska) region, the city dates back to the 7th century.[4] Kraków has traditionally been one 
of the leading centres of Polish academic, cultural, and artistic life and is one of Poland's most important economic 
hubs. It was the capital of the Crown of the Kingdom of Poland from 1038 to 1569; the Polish–Lithuanian 
Commonwealth from 1569 to 1596[5], the Free City of Kraków from 1815 to 1846; the Grand Duchy of Cracow from 
1846 to 1918; and Kraków Voivodeship from the 14th century to 1998. It has been the capital of Lesser Poland 
Voivodeship since 1999.
After the invasion of Poland at the start of World War II, Kraków became the capital of Germany's General 
Government. The Jewish population of the city was forced into a walled zone known as the Kraków Ghetto, from 
which they were sent to German extermination camps such as the nearby Auschwitz never to return, and the Nazi 
concentration camps like Płaszów.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gdansk
In December 1970, Gdańsk was the scene of anti-regime demonstrations, which led to the downfall of Poland's 
communist leader Władysław Gomułka. During the demonstrations in Gdańsk and Gdynia, military as well as the 
police opened fire on the demonstrators causing several dozen deaths. Ten years later, in August, 1980, was the 
birthplace of the Solidarity trade union movement, whose opposition to the Communist regime led to the end of 
Communist Party rule in 1989, and sparked a series of protests that successfully overturned the Communist regimes of 
the former Soviet bloc. Solidarity's leader, Lech Wałęsa, became President of Poland in 1990. In 2014 the European 
Solidarity Centre, a museum and library devoted to the history of the movement, opened in Gdańsk.[Gdańsk native 
Donald Tusk became Prime Minister of Poland in 2007, and President of the European Council in 2014.[73] Today 
Gdańsk is a major shipping port and tourist destination.
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 Austria, Vienna
‣ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austria

• Austria (German: Österreich, officially the Republic of Austria (German: Republik Österreich), is a federal 
republic and a landlocked country of over 8.8 million people in Central Europe. It is bordered by the Czech 
Republic and Germany to the north, Hungary and Slovakia to the east, Slovenia and Italy to the south, and 
Switzerland and Liechtenstein to the west. The territory of Austria covers 83,879 km2 (32,386 sq mi). The terrain is 
highly mountainous, lying within the Alps; only 32% of the country is below 500 m (1,640 ft), and its highest point 
is 3,798 m (12,461 ft). The majority of the population speaks local Bavarian dialects of German as their native 
language, and German in its standard form is the country's official language. Other local official languages are 
Hungarian, Burgenland Croatian, and Slovene.

• After the collapse of the Habsburg (Austro-Hungarian) Empire in 1918 at the end of World War I, Austria adopted 
and used the name the Republic of German-Austria (Deutschösterreich), in an attempt at union with Germany, but 
this was forbidden under the Treaty of Versailles and the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye (1919). The name was 
changed to Austria (Österreich) and shortly afterwards The First Austrian Republic was established in 1919. In 
1938 Nazi Germany annexed Austria in the Anschluss. This lasted until the end of World War II in 1945, after 
which Germany was occupied by the Allies and Austria's former democratic constitution was restored. In 1955, the 
Austrian State Treaty re-established Austria as a sovereign state, ending the occupation. In the same year, the 
Austrian Parliament created the Declaration of Neutrality which declared that the Second Austrian Republic would 
become permanently neutral.

• GDP(PPP) is $49.247 and GDP(nominal) $46,436. According to a Korean tour guide, people have to pay 50% of 
their income as tax, but after retirement 70% of current income equivalent is returned to taxpayers as pension. Gini 
27.6 means that national wealth is concentrated to some group of rich people. HDI (Human Development Index) is 
0.893 (rank 24, closer to 1.000 Is better), Norway is 0.949 (No.1), Singapore 0.925 (No.5).

• The Human Development Index (HDI) is a composite statistic (composite index) of life expectancy, education, and 
per capita income indicators, which are used to rank countries into four tiers of human development. A country 
scores higher HDI when the lifespan is higher, the education level is higher, and the GDP per capita is higher. The 
HDI was developed by Pakistani economist Mahbub ul Haq for the UNDP.

 ECB 2016 B/A Tours
‣ ECB 2016 B/A(before and after) consists of 

• Poland, Krakow, Austria, Balkan tours, Austria 
• Vienna tours: Habsburg Palace, Schönbrunn Palace, Central cemetery

- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Habsburg
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sch%C3%B6nbrunn_Palace
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vienna_Central_Cemetery
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‣ From Vienna, Austria to Balkan peninsula by bus
• Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia (Dubrovnik)
• From Dubrovnik, Croatia to Vienna by air
• From Vienna to Incheon or Final destination in Asian countries by air
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 AFOB Summer Forum 2016 Qingdao, China
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 Progress of Qingdao Summer Forum Qingdao ~ the city of Marine Biotechnology in China.
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Biotechnology
4th Industrial Revolution
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 WC Lee: Division Report

Wen-Chien Lee
Deputy Secretary General of AFOB
Professor, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan

 AFOB Division Activities

AFOB has set up an Academic Committee to coordinate and support its Scientific Divisions since late 2013. Deputy 
Secretary General (DSG) for the Academic Committee of AFOB is Prof. Wen-Chien Lee (Taiwan), 
chmwcl@ccu.edu.tw; Assistant DSG was Prof. Hyung Joon Cha (Korea) from 2013-2016 and now is Prof. Min Kyu 
Oh (Korea). Totally twelve Scientific Divisions are established to cover all areas of applied biotechnology. These are 
Divisions of (1) Agricultural and Food Biotechnology (AFB), (2) Applied Microbiology (AM), (3) Biopharmaceutical 
and Medical Biotechnology (BPMB), (4) Biocatalysis and Protein Engineering (BPE), (5) Bioprocess and 
Bioseparation Engineering (BBE), (6) Bioenergy and Biorefinery (BB), (7) Environmental Biotechnology (EB), (8) 
Marine Biotechnology (MB), (9) Nanobiotechnology, Biosensors and Biochips (NBB), (10) Systems and Synthetic 
Biotechnology (SSB), (11) Tissue Engineering and Biomaterials (TEB), and (12) Bioindustry Promotion and 
Bioeducation (BPB) (formally Bioeconomy and Biobusiness). Since 2014, the activities organized by AFOB divisions 
can be summarized into the following categories.

1. Involve in ACB and ARS: All divisions involved in coordination of oral sessions for ACB 2015 and ACB 2017. 
ACB 2015 was held on November 15-19, 2015 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Two joint sessions, AFOB-EFB 
Joint Symposium on Systems and Synthetic Biotechnology and AFOB-EFB Joint Symposium on 
Nanobiotechnology, Biosensors and Biochips were organized by SSB and NBB Divisions, respectively. In 
addition, board meetings of TEB, BPE and NBB Division were held during ACB 2015. ACB 2017 was held on 
July 23-27, 2017 in Khon Kaen, Thailand. AFOB-EFB Joint Sessions on Enzyme/catalysis and Plant 
Biotechnology were organized by BPE and AFB Divisions, respectively.
In ARS 2015, which was held on May 27-30, 2015 in Depok, Indonesia, Divisions of Bioenergy and Biorefinery 
(BB) and Tissue Engineering and Biomaterials (TEB) had their division board meetings.

2. Organize the conference/symposium/workshop on the topic of division area by the division(s) alone: The first and so 
far the biggest event organized by AFOB division is the AFOB Bioenergy & Biorefinery Division Annual Meeting 
and Bioenergy & Biorefinery Summit 2014, which was held on August 24-27, 2014 in Shandong University, Jinan, 

Secretariat
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Mainland China. A small event, Symposium of Bioeconomy and Biobusiness Asia 2014 organized by BEBB 
Division, was held on November 5, 2014 in Taipei. In 2016, BEBB and BBE Divisions organized two workshops in 
India in May and December, respectively. BEBB Division also had a national seminar on Biobusiness & 
Bioeconomy in India in November of 2016. In addition, AM and SSB Divisions co-organized a Synthetic Biology 
symposium on Nov 28 to Dec 2, 2016 in Suzhou China.

3. Organize the joint session/symposium with institutional member(s) and Chapter(s) of AFOB: In three consecutive 
years, BBE, BPMB, and BB Divisions collaborated with TSB for TSB International Forum 2014, Biotechnology 
International Congress (BIC) 2015, and BIC 2016, respectively. Furthermore, BPE Division organized a joint 
session in 2015 BEST Conference. NBB Division organized joint sessions in 2016 KSBB Spring Meeting and 2016 
BEST Conference. In past two years (2016-2017), AFOB Malaysia Chapter collaborated with BB, EB, and AM 
Divisions for supporting or organizing joint sessions in the international conferences.

4. Support or co-sponsor the conference/symposium/workshop organized by collaborative party/society/institution/EFB 
Section: Normally, division chair(s) or board member(s) are involving in the organization of academic event. A joint 
session on the topic of division area may be organized. In 2015, SSB & AM Divisions supported “Metabolic 
Engineering Summit 2015”, which was held on Nov 30–Dec 02, 2015 in Beijing. NBB Division co-sponsored China 
NanoMedicine 2015, which was held on April 6-9, 2015 in Hangzhou, mainland China. NBB Division also 
co-sponsored with Chinese Society of Biotechnology for 1st China Forum on Biosensors/Biochips and Analytical 
Nanobiotechnology, which was held in Foshan, Guangdong on Oct 19-21, 2017. In addition, a board member of 
NBB Division (Prof. Eiichi Tamiya) organized the First Asian Symposium of Nanobiotechnology during Japan 
Society of Applied Physics Meeting 2015, which was held in Nagoya, Japan. In 2016, BPE Division organized 
AFOB-AnMicro joint session in the 2nd AMBC, which was held on August 3-4, 2016 in Bali, Indonesia, and 
supported the international conference ICC05-AEM2016, which was held on September 4-8, 2016 in Toyama, 
Japan. SSB Division organized a joint session in conference “Genetics of Industrial Microorganisms 2016”, which 
was held in Wuhan, China on October 16-20, 2016. SSB also co-organized the Metabolic Engineering Summit 2017, 
which was held in Beijing, China on October 22-24, 2017. TEB Division supported the TERMIS-AP (Tissue 
Engineering and Regenerative Medicine International Society-Asia Pacific) 2016 meeting, which was held on 
September 3-6, 2016, in Tamsui, Taiwan. TEB division also supported the “Cancer Biology and Signaling” 
Workshop held on June 16-17, 2016 in Bangkok, Thailand and the 3rd CRRM, the international conference about 
Cancer Research and Regenerative Medicine held on September 10-13, 2017 in Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam.

To promote the interaction and collaboration between AFOB and European Federation of Biotechnology (EFB) in the 
Division/Section level, a network of AFOB Division-EFB Section was established in February 2015. Chairs of AFB, 
BPE and BBE Divisions were invited to join the Scientific Committee meetings of their counterpart EFB Sections 
during ECB 2016 in Krakow, Poland. A bridge has also built up for AFOB colleagues and Australiasia. SSB Division 
Chair have signed the MOU with Synthetic Biology Australiasia (SBA) on behave of AFOB.
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 Future Conferences
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 In this issue we have

- Overview: double-stranded RNA Research, YOUSIK KIM (김 유식), KAIST, Daejeon 34141, Korea 
- Next Generation Membrane Separations to Organics and Beyond, Dong-Yeun Koh (고동연), Georgia Institute of 

Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332, USA

Emerging Areas in Biotechnology

More to Extended CV

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180710/12.pdf
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Abstract
According to the central dogma of molecular biology, RNAs play only a passive role in the transmission of 
information. They are called “messengers” and believed to just relay genetic data encoded on the DNA that are later 
interpreted by the ribosomes in making proteins, which are the effector tools of living organisms. However, emerging 
experimental methods and advances in sequencing technologies resulted in identification of novel RNAs whose 
function ranges from translational control to splicing and chromatin structural maintenance. Short noncoding RNAs 
such as microRNAs have been identified and shown to play a key role in post-transcriptional gene regulation in most 
eukaryotes. The human genome, for example, encodes over 1,600 different microRNA loci, and miRNAs directly 
regulate expression of over 60% of protein coding genes. Even mRNAs are now recognized to have dual roles as 
carriers of protein coding information as well as effectors of biological tasks. The latter relies on mRNA structures that 
act as cis-acting elements to recruit different RNA binding proteins (RBPs). Therefore, regulatory function of RNAs is 
one of the most important and yet controversial questions in today’s molecular biology. This article presents a rising 
new class of noncoding RNAs known as double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) that use their double-stranded secondary 
structure to interact with proteins to transmit information and control various cellular processes.
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 Overview: double-stranded RNA research

 Introduction

Viral RNAs exhibit distinct structural features such as the 5′-triphosphate and extended stretch of double-stranded 
nucleotide pairs. 
As the first defense to foreign materials, innate immune response proteins such as Protein Kinase RNA-activated 
(PKR) are evolved to recognize these features and induce interferon responses. Consequently, when introduced to 
mammalian cells, dsRNAs are recognized by immune response proteins, which activate inflammatory signaling and 
induce cell death. [Full View]

Continuation of RNA-KimYS_Rev

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180710/13.pdf
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Emerging Areas in Biotechnology
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Extended CV KohDY

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180710/14.pdf
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Abstract
- Molecular separations are a critical component of the world’s manufacturing infrastructure.
- From pharmaceuticals to microelectronics to fuels, separation and purification processes touch many aspects of our 

day-to-day lives
- Existing separation techniques are energetically inefficient or unable to accomplish emerging separation tasks
- This article discusses the potential for microporous materials to enable the separation of organic molecules that are 

prevalent in commercial and industrial manufacturing processes.
- We highlight emerging and existing areas in which robust microporous materials could make large impacts in process 

carbon, energy, and space intensity.
- In the highlighted study, we created free-standing carbon molecular sieve membranes to translate the major 

advantages of reverse osmosis membranes for aqueous separations (e.g., desalination) to the separation of organics.

 Need for Energy-Efficient Separation Processes
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Read More

HoNam


http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180710/15.pdf
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 Award winning Posters

Emerging Areas in Biotechnology
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CV of Shamsun

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180717/05.pdf
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Please pay attention to the CV of the following students.

1. Tanzina Akter

2. Shahadat Hossain

3. Tasnova Rifat

4. Shamsun Nahar

5. Ikramul Hasan

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180717/01.pdf
http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180717/03.pdf
http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180717/04.pdf
http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180717/05.pdf
http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180717/06.pdf
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Hasan CV in detail

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180717/06.pdf
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CV of Tasina
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CV of Prof MK Jang

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/180717/02.pdf
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 KIST (1966), KAIST(1971) and Graduate Schools for Doctoral Degrees

Recent advances of Korea’s growth in economy and technology based industry is often called as miracle of Hangang 
river. I would say, a growth occurred from near Zero (GDP 60$) in 1963: at my age 18, entrance to Seoul National 
University (SNU) as freshman) to GDP 30,000 in 2017 during a 50 years period. Before I joined military service in 
1967 and worked as graduate student in chemical engineering department of SNU. I can compare my first year 
graduate student when I joined KAIST as assistant professor in 1976 and could find “tremendous differences” science 
and technology of 1967 and 1976. 
What happened during those10 years was setup of one western style national research institute. KIST (Korea Institute 
of Science and Technology) in 1966, and KAIST(at the beginning “KAIS” in 1971 as graduate school without 
undergraduate , tremendous difference in Korean words, “the difference between sky and the earth, 하늘과 땅 차이”. I 
had to do research with 10~20 graduate students (MS) supported fully by Korean government. After 47 years of its 
foundation, KAIST produced a total of 61,1125 degrees: 12,375 PhDs; MS 17,222 BS, MS 31, 528, In 2018, PhD 644, 
MS 1,352 and 750 BS degrees were awarded to 2,736 students. This number is compared to MIT’s total 3,533 of 622 
PhDs (616, 6 Engineer), MS equivalent 1,100, (M. Arch, M.Eng, MCP, M.Eng, 1090, 10), BS equivalent of 1,811 
(S.B. 1,121, S.M. 690). KAIST was founded in 1971, at Seoul and now has three campuses in Daejeon, two campuses 
in Seoul and one campus in Sejong city, all in Korea, and planning to have a couple of international campuses outside 
Korea. In Korea it is well-known that setting up a new graduate school in 1971 in order to supply many graduate 
students of high quality education to Korean industries which are developing so rapidly. A three years ago KAIST 
doctoral degree graduates hit 10,000 PhDs (1st PhD in 1979 and 10,000th in 2016), and more than 2,000 KAIST PhDs 
(more than 20%) were working in Samsung electronics or Samsung group. Now CEOs of Korea’s major industries are 
graduates who studied their MS or PhD works in late 1970s~1990s at KAIST. 
More in detail about MIT, See More Now nearly all major universities in Korea have good doctoral degree programs 
with less emphasis given to MS program. Many national research institutes have their own doctoral and masters 
program. A few more KAIST-like institute was established: GIST (Gwangju Institute of S&T; DGIST(Daegu- 
Gyeongbuk) and UNIST (Ulsan IST) governed by Ministry of Science and Information Communication Technology: 
MSIP). Seoul National University and Pohang Institute of Technology (Postech), Korea, Yonsei, Sungkyunkwan 
Universities have good graduate programs. Now many Korean students tend to stay in Korea for graduate programs 
rather than to have graduate programs in USA and other countries. 

Ads support/Ads

MIT Graduates of 2016~2017
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 Research Funding

- Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI) was founded in 1959 and Korea Rural Development 
Administration in 1962. Some researches of the two institutes were funded by Korean governments. 

- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korea_Institute_of_Science_and_Technology
- The Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST; Korean: 한국과학기술연구원) is a multi-disciplinary 

research institute located in Seoul, South Korea. Founded in 1966, it was the first multi-disciplinary scientific 
research institute in Korea and has contributed significantly to the economic development of the country, 
particularly during the years of accelerated growth in the 1970s and 1980s. It has a research staff of over 1,800 
research scientists, visiting scientists, fellows and trainees, and foreign scientists involved in basic research in 
various fields of science and technology. The foundation of KIST changed everything In R&D in Korea in terms of 
high paid salaries and good size research projects. 

- I joined KAIST in 1976 and received 5,000$/professor a year and 4,000$/student as research funds. I also received a 
research funding from KOSEF (Korea Science and Engineering Foundation). In 1990 KOSEF started ERC and SRC 
program. My ERC on bioprocess engineering research center) was selected in one of 7 ERCs in Korea and 6 SRCs. 
The funding size was 1 million USD a year and a funding per each researcher was not big (50,000$). 

- From 1990 ~ 2000 G7 projects (one successful example is Korea high speed rail system with help from French TJV). 
- 2000~2010 : 21st Frontier projects (10 million USD per project)
- 2010~2021 : Global Frontiers (100 million USD per Global Frontier Project)
Korea Academy of Science and Technology (KAST) was founded in 1994 and National Academy of Engineering, 
Korea (NAEK) was founded in 1995. Both KAST and NAEK are working well in Korea and becoming a member of 
these two institutions are very prestigious in Korea. National Academy of Medicine of Korea was founded in Korea in 
2005.

 Advanced Biomass R&D Center (ABC) 
https://www.biomass.re.kr:4446/enghttps://blog.naver.com/bio8862/221007955562 (video for ABC)
- Advanced Biomass R&D Center (“ABC”) of KAIST was one of three Global Frontier Projects, by Ministry of 

Science and ICT (Information and Communication Technology) in 2010. The other two centers are Drug Discovery 
Center (Prof. SH Kim) at Seoul National University and the third center (ICT robots, Dr. BJ Yu) at KIST. 15 centers 
applied and 3 centers were selected. The first director Professor Yang of ABC (died of Cancer, 2016) and the other 
two center directors (Prof Kim and Dr. Yu) studied for bachelor’s degree at Seoul National Univ. In 1981. Professor 
Yang (1973), and Dr. Yu in 1985. Professor Kim had MS degree at KAIST and went abroad 1985 (PhD in Brown U, 
1991). Dr. Yu had MS and PhD degrees at KAIST. Professor Yang went to USA (PhD 1985, Northwestern Univ.), 
ABC’s new Director Yong Keun Chang had his undergraduate at Seoul National U and MS degree at KAIST, 
worked a few years at KIST and then went to USA (PhD degree at Purdue in 1987.

- Before 1971 many extraordinary graduate from Seoul National University had an opportunity to study at USA for 
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their doctoral degrees. After 1971 many brightest students had opportunities to study at KAIST but they had to wait 
for US doctoral works for three years until they finish their substitute military service (working as researcher at 
KIST or Korean industries). Some or many stayed in Korea and continued their PhD work at KAIST. KAIST had its 
first two PhD degrees in 1979 and its number accumulated to 12,375 in 2018 (40 years). This number of PhD became 
the growth potential of Korea’s economic growth of 1980~2018
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 http://www.NOVAREX.co.kr/en/

- Contract Manufacturing Organization (CMO) Novarex was founded in 1995, located in Cheongju City, 
Chungcheongbuk-do, South Korea. 

- The ads is given in Korean Language, but you can enter the English or Chinese website by clicking. 
- Novarex Inc. is a one of the leading enterprise that manufactures food based dietary supplements and health 

functional ingredients.
- We, at Novarex Inc. bring trust to our customers through consumer-oriented management. With leading experts in 

food-nutrition, food-engineering, food-microbiology, and pharmacy, we develop and produce premium food based 
health functional ingredients. Also, we are R&D-oriented company that holds many domestic and international 
patents around the world.

- In 2016, we obtained CCM certificate and received SQF (Safe Quality Food) certificate from USA’s Global Food 
Safety Initiative in second half of 2016. By following strict production compliance, we are constantly progressing to 
ensure both consumer and food safety.

- With ISO9001 quality management system certificate and following the compliance of GMP (Good Manufacturing 
Practice) through our cutting edge semi-automation plant in Chungbuk Ochang science complex, we are producing 
many types of food based dietary supplements for various needs. Recently, we developed vegetable based soft 
capsules and gummy jellies to meet closer to our consumer needs.

- With constant research & development and technological innovation, we will become a global consumer-oriented 
company by applying more functional natural food ingredients from Korea.

- CEO Sangjoon Lee (Ph.D.)
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 Contract Manufacturing Organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contract_manufacturing_organization

- The pharmaceutical client using the services of a CMO does not have direct control of the project in regard to 
scheduling, cost, quality, or accountability. Data security is an issue to be considered when selecting a CMO, 
as intellectual property and other data are exchanged between client and service provider.

- Entering google image (contract manufacturing examples), you will see hundreds of CMO examples not only in 
pharmaceutical sectors, but also in many other sectors. The below two pictures show costs of Jeans production and 
process.

The left “Manufacturing“ $7x3=$21 USD is not clear. 
The common operation cost calculation consists of raw 
materials, utility, labor, depreciation 

- A contract manufacturing organization (CMO), sometimes called a contract development and manufacturing 
organization (CDMO), is a company that serves other companies in the pharmaceutical industry on a contract basis 
to provide comprehensive services from drug development through drug manufacturing.[1] This allows major 
pharmaceutical companies to outsource those aspects of the business, which can help with scalability or can allow 
the major company to focus on drug discovery and drug marketing instead.

- Services offered by CMOs include, but are not limited to: pre-formulation, formulation development, stability 
studies, method development, pre-clinical and Phase I clinical trial materials, late-stage clinical trial materials, 
formal stability, scale-up, registration batches and commercial production. CMOs are contract manufacturers, but 
they can also be more than that because of the development aspect.

- The pharmaceutical market uses outsourcing services from providers in the form of contract research 
organizations (CROs) and contract manufacturing organizations. In recent years, the concept of a comprehensive 
single-source provider from drug development through commercial manufacture has emerged. This concept has 
been implemented by providers known today as contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs).

- CMOs are a response to the competitive international nature of the pharmaceutical market as well as the increasing 
demand for outsourced services. The best-positioned service providers focus on a specific technology or dosage 
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form and promote end-to-end continuity and efficiency for their outsourcing clients. With lower-cost international 
manufacturers capturing an increasing percentage of the contract manufacturing market, specialization may be an 
effective hedge against loss of market share.

- Outsourcing to a CMO allows the pharmaceutical client to expand its technical resources without increased overhead. 
The client can then manage its internal resources and costs by focusing on core competencies and high-value projects 
while reducing or not adding infrastructure or technical staff. Virtual and specialty pharmaceutical companies are 
particularly well-suited to CDMO partnerships, and big pharmaceutical companies are beginning to view 
relationships with CDMOs as strategic rather than tactical. With two-thirds of pharmaceutical manufacturing being 
outsourced, and preferred providers receiving the lion's share, additional demand is being placed on specialty areas, 
i.e. specialty dosage forms.

- Working with a CMO also limits a client’s upfront investment of capital for drug development, thus minimizing a 
project’s cost. By concentrating resources with a single-source provider, the outsourcing client can minimize 
technical transfer of projects or products, thereby reducing unforeseen costs and potentially speeding new products 
to market.

 Membrane Technology

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Membrane_technology
- Membrane technology covers all engineering approaches for the transport of substances between two fractions with 

the help of permeable membranes. In general, mechanical separation processes for separating gaseous or liquid 
streams use membrane technology. A membrane is a selective barrier; it allows some things to pass through but stops 
others. Such things may be molecules, ions, or other small particles. Biological membranes include cell membranes 
(outer coverings of cells or organelles that allow passage of certain constituents);[1] nuclear membranes, which cover 
a cell nucleus; and tissue membranes, such as mucosae and serosae. Synthetic membranes are made by humans for 
use in laboratories and industry (such as chemical plants).

- Membrane terminologies
• Membrane processes : separation of liquids, gases, microparticles (0.08~ 2μm).
• Reverse Osmosis, Nanofiltration, Ultrafiltration, Microfiltration
• Pore membranes, Solution diffusion membranes
• Membrane modules: hollow fiber, plate and frame, spiral wound,
• Driving forces, concentration, pressure, electrical potential
• Selectivity and flux, fouling
• Energy saving over thermal separation
• Separation of oils, Δπ=0 RO (reverse osmosis) that can overcome high osmotic pressure

- For further information visit Google image (membrane technology, markets, membrane bioreactor, seawater 
desalination, etc.)
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 http://www.sepratek.com/smain.html
 http://www.sepratek.com/home/en/

- SepraTek is a membrane manufacturing and process company. SepraTek pursues highly technology-oriented and 
R&D-based businesses to provide high performance of membrane products and application insights that improve 
separation productivity. 

- SepraTek has a deep understanding of its customer’s research and manufacturing process needs, and offers reliable 
and innovated tool, technologies and services by taking on tasks from membrane fabrication to process and system 
design.

- SepraTek’s experienced R&D staffs continue to evolve product design and function to enable to increase 
performance and economical value in membrane systems and also to come up with innovative membrane solutions 
for complex separation problems

- Since SepraTek was founded on September, 2006, SepraTek has developed its proprietary technologies which 
differentiate SepraTek’s products from others, SepraTek’s unique capability creates a variety of membranes in 
effective shapes to accomplish the diversified characteristics of membranes. All of the technologies developed by 
SepraTek have been very unique, innovative, highly functional and of an economical value for application.

- In January 2013, SepraTek merged Samwon AMS Co. Ltd in its own. Samwon AMS Co. Ltd had an expertise in 
design and fabrication of mechanical products for membrane system and process. Merging the company became a 
turning point for SepraTek to establish a solid ground to lead membrane technologies but also to pioneer new 
membrane applications.

- CEO Dr. Yeom, Chong-Kyun, received MS at KAIST in and Ph.D. at University of Waterloo in 1991

SepraTek, Korea (A Membrane Company since 2006~)
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Type B: Advanced Biomass Research Center, KAIST
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 기업 개요

1) 회사 연혁

2) 연구개발 인프라

자사 내 ․ 외부 연구 인프라 구축 현황 국내 건강기능식품 개별인정 획득 현황 

특허 현황

Type B: Novarex
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3) 생산 능력 현황

기업 인증 현황

4) 기업의 성장

성장 전략 연구소 기업 설립

신규 공장 건설을 통한 기업능력 확대
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Type B: SepraTek
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 AFOB Newsletter No.3 (Spring), 2018

- Type A: Advanced Biomass Research Center, KAIST
- Type B: novarex
- Type B: SepraTek
- Type C: SrLab, CHTech, labmarket

 AFOB Newsletter No.2 (winter), 2017~2018

- Type A: Amore pacific
- Type B: GE Healthcare
- Type C: Professors, DJ Oh(Sejong), SS Sim (Korea), SW Kim (Korea)
- provide enough space for the above three ads.

 AFOB Newsletter No.1 (fall), 2017

- Type A: CJ
- Type B: Lab2Market
- Type C: Tai Hyun Park (SNU), Ho Nam Chang (KAIST)

Fees: Type A: 2,000$, Type B: 1,000$. Type C; 200$/5 years
한국: Type A: 200 만원, Type B: 100만원, Type C: 20만원

광고대상

Type A: 대기업, 중견기업, 대형연구집단

Type B: 중소기업, 벤처기업

Type C: 실험실용 장비 및 시약 공급업체

광고효과 

현재: 국내 5개 학회 (생물,화공,산업미생물, 약학, 식품) 및 AFOB 14개 회원국,중견 생물공학 교수급 : 17000명+알파

향후: 유럽/미국 생물공학 관련학회, 업체, Biohealth Care학회 (UNESCO학회연합 IFMBE, 회원 12만명)

Type C: SrLab, CHTech, labmarket 




